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a big part of what makes warhammer 40k: dawn of war 2 chaos rising
stand out for me is the multiplayer, and its more than just about how
awesome it looks. every bit of the game screams multiplayer from the

tops of its turrets all the way to the floors of the game design team. the
single-player is a fantastic game, and that single-player aspect could be

worth the price of the game. thats not to say youll have to play
warhammer 40k: dawn of war 2 chaos rising single-player, but you will
want to, because this is the single-player. chaos gate is a great single-
player, but it was made so incredibly well that i never think ive ever

played a single-player that impressed me as much. but warhammer 40k:
dawn of war 2 chaos rising single-player? stunning. every single map is
designed to be a standalone, inviting challenge, and youre rewarded for

finding the optimal play pattern, for practicing headshotting as one of the
powerful new ranged weapons, for coordinating your team to pull off

another total conk-out, and for working the space around your elite space
marine squad. its tough, its fast, and its all about what kind of elite that

imperial knight guy is, and whether you have to coordinate with your
whole team or if you can just pack up and go down there and mow your
enemies down even if its a leader of your squad. as an incredibly well-

rounded, mechanically deep expansion to dawn of war 2, this really is the
game you want. its not just a space marine versus necron-militia game;
its a very well-rounded, beautifully rendered, cleverly designed game

about a ten-year war between the three main factions of the 40k
universe. one of them, the chaos space marines, are the sneaky, versatile

space assassins of the game, and i really loved trying out the abilities
they have to take down enemies that would often outstretch me.
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